
Introducing: Innovation Analytics
Where Gaming Tradition Meets Gaming Technology

Innovation Analytics is the data analysis and new technologies arm of The Innovation Group, the 
premier provider of advisory services for the gaming and leisure industries. Leveraging the Company’s 
experience working with industry operators, technology developers and investors, Innovation 
Analytics uses quantitative methods as the key to unlocking business insights in management, 
strategy, and marketing.

Innovation Analytics is led by Innovation Group Partner and President, 
Michael Soll, and by Innovation Analytics Principal Anthony Mason. 
Anthony has extensive experience in advanced statistical analysis, 
focusing in gaming on database marketing, strategic planning, and 
eCommerce for major international, regional, and tribal gaming 
enterprises.

Leading the data science team is Innovation 
Analytics Principal Matthew Konopka who 
has expertise in quantitative analytics, 
economics, statistical survey methodology, 
and litigation support. 

Primary research applied by Innovation 
Analytics is driven by ten-year Innovation Group Associate Erika 
Meeske, and iGaming demand analysis is conducted by Senior Analyst 
Interactive, Christopher Irwin.

The convergence of digital marketing and interactive gaming is a 
fundamental shift in how the global gaming industry works. Emerging 
trends in social casinos, fantasy and eSports, and skill-based games have opened new windows 
for customer engagement. Innovation Analytics can help define a forward-looking path that will 
leverage the customer relationships and data you already own to maximize profitability while adding 
new active customers to both your bricks and mortar and iGaming databases. 
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Data Science in Action: Direct Mail Experimentation

Innovation Analytics knows data, but you know your business. Together, we will equip your team with 
analytical tools that you can leverage in the future. Our deliverables include not only the insights, 
but also the analytical process used to derive results. Read on to see the data science approach that 
Innovation Analytics can bring to your organization. 

We all strive to motivate customers. With 
a more traditional promotional strategy, 
we see a conversion rate that goes up or 
down by adjusting every customer’s offer 
simultaneously. Some customers we motivate 
with effective promotional strategies; others 
do not respond to the one-size-fits-all 
approach. 

Every customer is different. While the 
promotional offer amount is a bullseye for 
some customers, it might be overspend for 
others. Further, there is untapped potential 
revenue in customers who might need more 
promotional enticement. We are wasting 
promotional dollars on some more easily 
motivated customers and missing revenue by 
not satisfying others. 

The traditional approach can benefit from 
more information. We want to pinpoint the 
exact promotional requirement for every 
customer. With that knowledge, we can tailor 
the promotional offering to the individual. But 
how do we figure out that magic number?

Traditional promotional strategies treat every customer 
as the same. Some customers respond (green); others do 
not (gray).

Offering the same promotion to every customer activates some 
customers (green) but is not enough to motivate others (gray) 
losing potential revenue.
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To pinpoint customers’ individual promotional requirements, we randomly select a small sample of 
the customer database. We test varied promotional offer amounts on this small group to observe 
their behavior. Statistical analysis of the results allows us to segment customers with their detailed 
individual promotional requirements.

Using statistical sampling allows us to find the most efficient 
promo offer for each segment with just a few test cases.

The promotional spending is now 
highly efficient. From the sampling 
experiment, we know the lowest 
offer amount that will motivate 
each segment. Easily motivated 
segments receive a streamlined 
offer, saving promo spend; 
previously untapped revenue in 
more difficult to motivate segments 
is unlocked with targeted, more 
valuable promotional offers.

Knowing the promotional requirement of every segment streamlines 
our offerings to the exact amount that motivates each customer. 

The number of customers motivated by the promotional 
spend expands. A new efficient promotional strategy 
takes promotional overspend away from segments with 
lower promotional requirements where it is wasted in 
order to invest in more difficult to motivate segments. 
New revenue is unlocked, increasing profit.
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Further Data Science Applications

DATABASE DECISION 
ANALYSIS Optimize digital marketing to maximize your player ROI

• By summarizing and presenting the trends in your data sources, we highlight the most important 
business metrics and performance indicators. Linking real-time data and business performance 
to your project goals, we design a customized analytical framework that assesses your current 
status quo and identifies business decisions that lead to a quantifiable return on investment.

DIGITAL-INTERACTIVE 
GAP ANALYSIS Upgrade your digital marketing platform to create new rich data sources

• The comprehensive Gap Analysis is a strategic process undertaken to ensure you are utilizing the 
most effective approach to digital marketing analytics, supported by the most recent technologies. 
We first evaluate current database marketing practices and interactive gaming systems. Next, we 
compare current operations to leading innovations in quantitative analytics and industry best 
practices. Based on the results, we then identify opportunities for improvements and develop an 
implementtaion plan with management to bring operations in line with the most cutting-edge 
analytics strategies in the industry. 

PRIMARY CUSTOMER 
RESEARCH Conduct ongoing customer surveys to provide valuable feedback and data

• Gaming and hospitality companies rely heavily on guest feedback to make improvements in 
operations. We evaluate survey results through statistical modeling of customer responses to 
determine which areas of intervention have the highest impacts on your satisfaction scores as 
well as improving the ease and timeliness of making changes to drive improvements. 

SOCIAL / INTERACTIVE
GAMING PLATFORM Increase dialogue with your customers and revenue via social gaming

• A robust online relationship supports customer retention and acquisition, real-time communication 
leveraging social media, incentives for continued brand loyalty, and direct revenue. And the ability 
to capture valuable player data is made available online. Whether your systems were adopted in 
anticipation of “real money” play, or for the sole purpose of expanding player relationships, we 
make sure you install systems that are up to par in attracting, retaining, and exceeding player 
expectations.  

ON-SITE 
DATA CAPTURE Owning your “digital dialogue” with customers begins in the parking lot

• Data capture occurs on mobile devices near or within your property where social media operators 
are capturing guests through WIFI channels to lure them into a “conversation”.  You should control 
all communications within your property, not your F&B, entertainment, and retail operators, and 
we can help through technologies that put the customer and the data in your hands.
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Data Science in Action: Direct Mail Experimentation

“Ranch Casino” contracted with Prospect Analytics to assist in optimizing their direct marketing 
spend. Prospect Analytics did an initial evaluation of trends and found that profit margins dipped 
from 60% for guests with an average daily theoretical (ADT) of $100-$150 to 20% for guests with 
ADTs at $50-$99.

Key Performance Indicators and Process
Ranch Casino uses Theoretical Profit as their key measurement metric. Prospect Analytics also 
included Revenue and Trips in the results so shifts in volume can be observed concurrently. Ranch 
Casino offers guests a $10 coupon in weekly direct mail campaigns to customers who fall between 
$50-$99 ADT. There are 60,000 active guests in this segment. Prospect Analytics offered 10,000 of 
those guests an experimental promotion that reduced the weekly coupon by $5 to see if reducing 
promotional expense can lead to greater profits. 

Results
A. High Level Monthly Results

Reducing the coupon for the group as a whole has a statistically insignificant impact on Theoretical 
Profit and Revenue for the entire segment. We move to sub-segmented results to see if there are 
any additional opportunities. 

B. Sub-Segmented Monthly Results

The experimental promotion effects split based on geography leading to a clear pricing strategy 
based on where guests live. Guests outside of 50 miles are not sensitive to $5 decreases to their 
coupon values, while guests who live within 50 miles are highly sensitive. By decreasing coupons 
to the guests who live more than 50 miles from the property, Ranch Casino has an opportunity to 
increase Theoretical Profit by $810,000 annually.
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